
 

I recently found myself feeling angry, embarrassed, angry, angry, angry that I can't play my favorite video games anymore. Video games are supposed to be fun! Video games are supposed to be challenging but rewarding. However, my hands have begun to shake so much these days that it's impossible for me to enjoy playing any video game anymore. The old tricks don't work either: I've tried hot
coffee and cold brews of equal proportions without result. I've tried eating and drinking with the same results. I've tried taking breaks and letting my hands rest and they still shake at the first sign of movement. I'm not sure what's going on anymore, but for some reason it is worsening by the day. I have been to my doctor, he said it is a neurological problem that can't be helped unless my brain weighs
over 7 pounds. I'm not sure if that is true as my brain has never weighed more than 3 pounds ever since I was born so I guess the doctor may be exaggerating. I am going to try to find a way to make my hands stop shaking, but in the meantime I police my hands for ticks and fleas, but that sort of seems like a waste of time. Maybe I'll just have to learn to live with my problem. I don't know if anyone
else is going through the same thing, but if you are, maybe you can give me some advice about it. Maybe there is a simple solution after all.. P.S. I will be posting this on Reddit too so if you want you can post it there instead of here... p.s.s. if you are in the same situation maybe you can help me with advice or something, thanks~ P.P.S Will also try to get an email link to this post so I can ask my doctor
again about the weight thing... When I was a child, my father used to play video games with me when he came home from work at night. We would play Age of Empires during the week, and on weekends we would play Halo 2 together for hours , usually setting up a LAN party in our basement because LAN parties are cool. We could have played Call of Duty, but my father insisted that Halo was
better because it had more role-playing elements . These memories come back to me now, as I sit here at my PC watching videos of people playing good video games on YouTube. My children are sitting beside me, begging for me to play with them, but I am unable to move my hands. It's been like this ever since the last time I played games . I've tried all sorts of cures, but none of them seem to help.
Maybe if I tell you about my story, then you can help me. Maybe there is someone out there that knows what's wrong with me and how I can be cured... Although it may seem like it now, video games were never fun for me.
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